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Aim
This case study aims at assessing the importance of collaboration in distribution channels between
manufacturers/importers and motorcycles dealers. Participants shall be able to understand how the
supply/distribution chain operates, the roles of the supply chain members, their challenges and strategies. The
case study is dedicated to courses of marketing, sales or distribution management of business programs.

Area
Teaching module, the case study is embedded in several modules within supply chain management in the
automotive business. Among those are included the push – pull principle, the performance improvement of
dealers by providing feedback, effective use of CRM systems, effects of Order Tracking systems on supply chain
logistics, the management of relationships and conflicts with manufacturers, measurement of channel
performance and finally the OEM production processes and support to dealers.

Short Summary
A multi-brand dealer faces delivery problems due to a strike of an Italian tier 1 producer of brake systems.
Communicating with another non-competitive dealer which has a single brand strategy the dealer recognizes that
the motorcycle OEM treats the various distribution chain members differently. The dealer investigates what can
be done to improve communication and dealer-OEM relationship.

Discussion points:







Which kind of influencing strategies are used by KTM?
What could be benefits of a single-brand dealership for Jordan?
What are the benefits of a single-brand dealership for KTM?
How can Jordan contribute to faster and better delivery to the end-customer?
o What preventive actions could have been taken by Jordan in order to avoid this situation?
o What is necessary for Jordan to understand in order to solve such disputes?
How can Jordan contribute to improve and influence the relationship KTM?

Target audience
Target audience for teaching: The case study is dedicated to courses of marketing, sales or distribution
management of business programs.
Target audience for training: Target audiences are dealership owners, general managers and other management
staff as well as salespersons and other customer-facing staff.

Teaching outline
The case study can be used in four standard 45 minutes faculty sessions.
Time plan for sessions (3 hours)
0 - 5 minutes

15 - 25 minutes

Introduction
Presentation of topics about strategic alliances in sales partner management,
power, dependency, trust, commitment, fairness and influencing strategies
Discussion on presented topics

25 - 45 minutes

Reading and getting familiar with the case study

45 - 90 minutes

Working out and answering questions in groups

90 - 110 minutes

Collecting the findings of the participants

110 - 135 minutes

The final discussion of results in a plenum session

135 - 160 minutes

Video

160 - 170 minutes

Learning points

170 - 180 minutes

Feedback about the case

5 - 15 minutes
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